
OMG EP20OMG EP20 acac



•• Platform truck carrying 2.000 kg. capacity. ThePlatform truck carrying 2.000 kg. capacity. The

ideal solution for transport indoor/outdoor onideal solution for transport indoor/outdoor on

medium and long distances.medium and long distances.

••Pick up loading chassis manufactured with steelPick up loading chassis manufactured with steel

plate and resinplate and resin bonded phenolic multiply woodbonded phenolic multiply wood

platformplatform

••Tilting sideboards available on requestTilting sideboards available on request

•• Easy access to the electronic positioned underEasy access to the electronic positioned under

the loading platform with the possibility ofthe loading platform with the possibility of

emergency intervention with loaded platformemergency intervention with loaded platform

•• High performances ensured by the threeHigh performances ensured by the three phasephase

technology drive motor (7,5 kWtechnology drive motor (7,5 kW –– 48V), quick48V), quick

acceleration and high top speedacceleration and high top speed

••Significant energy saving, longer operation timeSignificant energy saving, longer operation time

and reduced maintenance costand reduced maintenance cost



••The battery is divided in two boxes to makeThe battery is divided in two boxes to make

the maintenance easierthe maintenance easier

•• The sprung loaded wheels offer high travelThe sprung loaded wheels offer high travel

comfort and safety also on uneven surfacescomfort and safety also on uneven surfaces

••Standard hydraulic steeringStandard hydraulic steering

••Service brake with pedal acting on all 4Service brake with pedal acting on all 4

wheelswheels

••Electric brakingElectric braking

••Mechanical lever type parking andMechanical lever type parking and

emergency brakeemergency brake



••Wide and comfortable cabWide and comfortable cab

••““man on boardman on board”” with pedal or on request under the seatwith pedal or on request under the seat

•• standard double seatstandard double seat

•• Complete instruments on adjustable steering column: key switchComplete instruments on adjustable steering column: key switch, digital dashboard, lights, digital dashboard, lights

switch, turn indicators, handbrake warning lights, rear consentswitch, turn indicators, handbrake warning lights, rear consent for slow approach.for slow approach.

Digital dashboard :Digital dashboard :

hourmeterhourmeter

battery charge indicatorbattery charge indicator

speedometerspeedometer

check control for diagnosticcheck control for diagnostic


